NOTES:

1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS WITH THIS WIRING SYSTEM AS WELL AS OPTIONAL SNAP-IN LABEL HOLDERS.

2. 48 PORT PATCH PANEL ALL PAIR WIRED, 8 POSITION RJ45 MODULE ALL POSITIONS WIRED.

3. THE PATCH PANEL IS DESIGNED FOR MOUNTING TO 19" UNIVERSAL RACKS.

4. FOUR (4) 12-24 X 1/2" ROUND HEAD SCREWS ARE PROVIDED FOR FASTENING TO RACKS.

5. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.

6. MATERIALS- STAMPING: CRS RJ45 MODULE HOUSING: V-0 ABS

7. DPLK48 LABEL KIT LOCATES HERE IDENTIFIES PATCH PANEL. OPTIONAL, NOT SUPPLIED.

8. HOOK AND LOOP STRAP (8 PLACES)

MOUNTS TO 19" UNIVERSAL RACKS
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48 PORT 4 PAIR CAT5e RJ21 PATCH PANEL

1.90 LB (864 g)
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